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Abstract 
Routing in mobile ad hoc networks is performed in a distributed fashion where each node acts as host and 
router, such that it forwards incoming packets for others without relying on a dedicated router. Nodes are 
mostly resource constraint and the users are usually inclined to conserve their resources and exhibit selfish 
behaviour by not contributing in the routing process. The trust and reputation models have been proposed to 
motivate selfish nodes for cooperation in the packet forwarding process. Nodes having bad trust or reputation 
are detected and secluded from the network, eventually. However, due to the lack of proper identity 
management and use of non-persistent identities in ad hoc networks, malicious nodes can pose various threats 
to these methods. For example, a malicious node can discard the bad reputed identity and enter into the system 
with another identity afresh, called whitewashing. Similarly, a malicious node may create more than one 
identity, called Sybil attack, for self-promotion, defame other nodes, and broadcast fake recommendations in 
the network. These identity-based attacks disrupt the overall detection of the reputation systems. In this paper, 
we propose a reputation-based scheme that detects selfish nodes and deters identity attacks. We address the 
issue in such a way that, for normal selfish nodes, it will become no longer advantageous to carry out a 
whitewash. Sybil attackers are also discouraged (i.e., on a single battery, they may create fewer identities). We 
design and analyse our rationale via game theory and evaluate our proposed reputation system using NS-2 
simulator. The results obtained from the simulation demonstrate that our proposed technique considerably 
diminishes the throughput and utility of selfish nodes with a single identity and selfish nodes with multiple 
identities when compared to the benchmark scheme. 
Keywords: selfish node, reputation and trust systems, Sybil attacks, whitewashing, game theory. 
1. Introduction 
Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) are constructed in a fully self-organized manner which are composed 
of battery powered mobile nodes that can roam across freely, following random topologies. MANETs are fully 
distributed and are considered as robust. These networks are not dependent on centralized infrastructure or 
administration. Hence, these networks are mostly used in situations where there is no fixed network 
infrastructure available or there is difficult to deploy one [2], for instance emergency situations, battle fields, 
robot networks, vehicular ad hoc networks [3], sensor networks, Internet of Things (IoTs) [4], under water 
networks, network of drones [5], etc. 
Routing in MANETs is performed in multihop fashion (i.e., communication from a source to a destination is 
established through intermediate nodes falling in between the two). Since there are no dedicated routers used 
for routing the data traffic, routing process is purely cooperative (i.e., nodes act as hosts and also as routers in 
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order to forward each other packets). Due to the resource constraint devices, users are always preferred to save 
their resources and exhibit selfish behaviour, thereby showing unwillingness to forward packets for others. In 
the literature, selfishness is also called misbehaviour. Various models based on trust and reputations have been 
proposed in the literature to enforce cooperation and counteract selfish nodes [6, 7]. Under these schemes, each 
node monitors its 1-hop neighbours for packet forwarding activity. If a node forwards a packet, its trust or 
reputation is increased and decreased otherwise. Eventually, nodes having high trust or reputation are offered 
with packet forwarding services and bad reputed nodes are secluded from the network. This is how nodes are 
encouraged to cooperate. However, the lack of efficient identity management system and the open nature of 
MANETs (where nodes can freely join and leave using non-persistent identifiers) enable malicious nodes to 
create as many identities as they like. So, a malicious node may discard its bad reputed identity and create new 
identity to start afresh. This is how a malicious node may whitewash its past bad history. This is called 
whitewashing attack which is one form of the Sybil attack [8]. Hoffman et al. [6] analyse this issue as follows, 
“whitewashing attacks occur when attackers abuse the system for short-term gains by letting their reputation 
degrade and then escape the consequences of abusing the system by using some system vulnerability to repair 
their reputation”. In other words, non-persistent identifiers are difficult to hold malevolent nodes accountable 
for their malign acts. 
In order to mitigate the effect of whitewashing and make it a less attractive choice for the attackers, some 
authors proposed to assigning the smallest possible trust or reputation for the new entrants to start with or 
imposing entry fee for every newcomer [9, 10]. These solutions are scalable and effective due to the fact that 
they do not rely on any centralized trusted third party for managing identities. However, in the former 
approach, the smallest starting trust or reputation may still be exploited due to the zero cost identities. The 
latter approach, i.e. monetary based entry fee for each identity may not be suitable for MANETs due to a 
number of reasons. First, it suffers from fee management complications. Second, it requires a tamper proof 
hardware to secure the fee payments’ mechanism. Third, fee structure and payments in the form of money or 
charged text message [9] would cause extra burdens for the users and the system. Owing to these limitations, 
we incorporate a non-monetary fee concept in our proposed reputation-based scheme for each newcomer. We 
use fee as a kind of work done, i.e. cooperation in the form of packet forwarding, imposed on each new identity 
in the system. Each new identity must expend a portion of its battery power (consuming it to provide packet 
forwarding service to its neighbours) in order to pay the fee. Our proposed fee payment system is scalable and 
distributed without relying on any centralized fee management system or tamper proof hardware. Since the fee 
applies on each new identity, our proposed scheme thwarts Sybil attackers and whitewashers alike. Attackers 
can execute fewer whitewashing attacks depending upon its existing battery. In this paper, we focus more on 
whitewashing attacks than the Sybil attacks but the proposed scheme will work for both. This will not prevent 
malicious nodes from identity creation but will definitely deter normal selfish nodes. We use game theory to 
model the cooperation among nodes and to analyse the whitewashing deterrence. The fee represents a social 
cost incurred by each new node; yet, it is still useful and advantageous for improving the performance. Finally, 
we evaluate our scheme using the NS-2 simulator and the result obtained illustrate that our proposed technique 
considerably decreases the utility and throughput consumed by malicious nodes that exploit multiple identities, 
as compared to our benchmark, i.e. CONFIDANT [11, 12]. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the proposed schemes from the literature. 
In Section 3, we analyse the adverse effects of selfishness during routing. Section 4 highlights the building 
blocks of our reputation system. In Section 5, we elaborate the fee mechanism and its inclusion in our 
reputation system for whitewashing attack deterrence. Section 6 is about deterrence analysis of the fee-based 
mechanism using game theory. In Section 7, we describe an important issue related to our scheme, (i.e., how 
to secure the fee and reputation information from fabrication). In Section 8, we discuss simulation-based 
performance evaluation of our proposed scheme. The paper is concluded in Section 9. 
2. Related Work 
The solutions proposed in the literature for selfish node detection or prevention are generally called cooperation 
enforcement schemes [7] which include credit based, reputation and trust based solutions. The main aim of 
these solutions is to encourage cooperation in the network and discourage selfishness.  
In credit based solutions [13], nodes buy and sell the packet forwarding services and act as buyers and sellers 
of the service. A virtual currency, called nuggets is used for this business. When a source node tries to 
communicate with a distant destination node, it puts the due amount in the packet based on the number of hops 
involved in the path. Each node forwarding the packet collects its nuggets from the received packets until the 
packet reaches the destination. In order to protect the nuggets from being stolen or from a deceitful transaction, 
a tamper proof hardware is used. For currency management and ensuring secure transactions, a centralized 
entity called virtual bank is used. Due to the tamper proof hardware and the centralized virtual bank these 
schemes are costly and not scalable and thus are not suitable for MANETs.  
The reputation and trust-based solutions on the other hand are considered more promising due to their 
distributed nature. They are scalable and more robust because they do not require any extra hardware or rely 
on any centralized entity. Both of these schemes use Watchdog mechanism [14] to monitor the 1-hop 
neighbours for packet forwarding activities. In this mechanism, before transmitting any packets, each node 
caches the packet for time t. During this time nodes monitor their next hop nodes for packet forwarding 
behaviour. If they overhear a packet that matches with the already cached packet, reputation for the forwarder 
nodes is increased. If no packet is overheard that matches the cached packet within time t, reputation of those 
nodes is decreased. Schemes like [15-19], exploit the Watchdog mechanism for local reputation builds up. 
Watchdog mechanism is based on passive acknowledgments which suffers from ambiguous collision and 
receiver collision problems [20], some authors devised their schemes that use monitoring based on explicit 
acknowledgments [21, 22] at the cost of augmented communication overhead and some authors, such as [23-
25], use other techniques for direct observation collection. For better detection accuracy, these schemes 
collaboratively detect selfish nodes thereby enabling nodes to disseminate their direct experience in the form 
of first-hand reputation ratings in the network. A problem ensued due to rating dissemination is called rumours 
spreading or bad mouthing [26]. Owing to this problem, some authors proposed locally aware reputation based 
schemes, such as [27], that do not share the ratings with the neighbours.  
The above-mentioned schemes focus mainly on cooperation enforcement and other related problems such as 
rumour spreading and others. However, these schemes have been proposed to secure MANETs but they are 
not secured themselves. With non-persistent identifiers, there is no use for good nodes to increase their 
reputation or trust; similarly, selfish nodes may not be stopped from using the system resources and services 
after being secluded from the network. Because these malicious nodes will discard the bad reputed identity 
and create a new one. Malicious nodes can easily evade the detection and escape the accountability. Various 
authors, such as [6, 10, 28], also pointed out the severity of these attacks for the trust and reputation-based 
schemes. We believe that without counteracting these attacks trust and reputation-based schemes may not be 
beneficial and effectual in improving the network performance.  
3. Adverse Effect of Selfish Nodes 
In this section, we analytically show the adverse effect of selfish nodes in the network. In the lower level, the 
selfish nodes are involved in the routing paths and start different kinds of misbehaviour. Irrespective of their 
behaviour, we want to show the probability of misbehaving routes that are contaminated by the selfish nodes. 
We define a misbehaving route as the one having at least one selfish node along the routing path. 
3.1 System model 
Let us suppose a network is composed of N number of nodes that are randomly distributed over an area of 
size	𝑋 × 𝑌. The location of each node is independent of the locations of all the other nodes. The source and 
the destination nodes are randomly selected in order to establish traffic flows that construct routing paths in 
the network. The intermediate nodes along the route/path are chosen as selfish nodes independently with a 
probability that is denoted by	𝑝&. In our analysis, we examine an arbitrary route having average number of 
hops, h. In any route, intuitively, there will be ℎ − 1 packet forwarding nodes (routers) along the path from the 
source to the destination. Each of these intermediate nodes can act selfishly with probability	𝑝&. Now the 
probability of the path having at least one selfish node is given as 𝑝&* = 1 − (1 − 𝑝&)./0.   (1) 
In order to evaluate Eq. (1) and to determine	𝑝&*, the average number of hops h of a routing path must be 
known. We follow a simple approach to estimate the h, i.e. first, we estimate the average progress along each 
hop in the network, k. Second, we then approximate the average distance between the source and the 
destination, d. finally, we then can calculate h as follows. ℎ = 𝑑/𝑘    (2) 
We can further estimate the average 1-hop progress, k, as the average maximum distance between the 
transmitter and each of the neighbours (preferably the farthest one) within its transmission circle. For the sake 
of simplicity, we assume that the farthest node will be in the direction towards the destination node. The 
average number of nodes falling in the radio range may be given as 𝜌 = 56∗8	 . (𝜋𝑅<)   (3) 
Where R is the transmission range of each node and assuming that to be homogenous across all the network 
nodes. 
The probability of all 𝜌 nodes falling within distance 𝑟>from the center of the radio range (assuming location 
independence and randomness of nodes) may be given as 𝐹(𝑟>) = 𝑃(𝐴𝑙𝑙	𝜌	𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠	𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔	𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛	𝑎	𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑙𝑒	𝑜𝑓	𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠	𝑟>) =	 [𝑃(𝑎	𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒	𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑠	𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ	𝑟>)]Q =	R𝜋𝑟><𝜋𝑅<SQ = 𝑟><Q𝑅<Q  
By definition, the probability density function 𝑓(𝑟>) of progress 𝑟> from the source is given by the derivative 
of	𝐹(𝑟>): 𝑓(𝑟>) = 	 𝑑𝑑𝑟 𝐹(𝑟>) = 	 2𝜌	. 𝑟><Q/0𝑅<Q  
The average progress k can then be calculated as the expected value of r w.r.t the	𝑓(𝑟>), 𝑘 = 	∫ 𝑟>𝑓(𝑟>)𝑑𝑟> 	= 	 <Q	.V<QW0V>   (4) 
In Eq. (4), when	𝜌 = 0, there can be no progress made, hence, 𝑘 = 0. And, when	𝜌 = 1, the progress will 
become the expected value of the distance on which the only node is located from the center, i.e. 𝑘 = <Y 𝑅. 
Furthermore, when	𝜌 is large the progress ultimately approaches R, i.e. 𝑘 → 𝑅. 
For uniformly distributed nodes in a network of size 𝑋 × 𝑌 (assuming the squared area:	𝑋 = 𝑌), the expected 
distance between two random nodes (i.e. source and destination) is given as 𝑑 = 0.5214054𝐿   (5) 
The d in Eq. (5) is the Euclidean distance between a random source and a random destination deployed in a 
squared area of side L [29]. 
The expected number of hops using Eq. (4) and (5) can be estimated as follows. ℎ ≈ _` ≈ (<QW0).(>.a<0b>abc)<Q	.V   (6) 
putting the value of h in Eq. (1), we get 𝑝&* = 1 − (1 − 𝑝&)(defg).(h.idgjhijk)de	.l 	/0   (7) 
We use Eq. (7) in order to compare the probability of selfish routes when the network area of size 1000x1000 
and 250m radio range for different number of nodes, the numerical results are depicted in Table 1. It is evident 
from the results that the probability of selfish routes/paths increases with the increase in selfish nodes ratios. 
The number of nodes also affects the value of Pps, which may be due to more routes created and hence polluted 
by selfish nodes in the network. Furthermore, the adverse effect of selfish nodes in the network can also be 
observed from the table. For instance, when the selfish nodes ratio is 30% in the network, around 50% of the 
routes contain at least one selfish node in the path. This high probability would definitely lead the network into 
severe throughput performance degradation.  
 
 
Table 1: Ps vs. node density 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Reputation System 
4.1 System Overview 
In this section, we discuss the basic working and building blocks of our proposed reputation-based scheme. 
We modify the Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [30] protocol and incorporate our reputation based scheme in 
it. We use the watchdog mechanism [14] in order for each node to monitor its 1-hop neighbours for packet 
forwarding/dropping activities. In this mechanism, each node after sending packets to its next node for 
forwarding, promiscuously listens to the channel for the same packet being forwarded by that node. As shown 
in Figure 1, a source node S sends a packet on an already established route towards node A. Node S caches the 
same packet for further confirmation and also assigns a timer to it. When A forwards the packet to B, due to 
the broadcast nature of wireless medium, S also receives a copy of the same packet, also known as passive 
acknowledgement. If the sequence number of the packet being forwarded and the cached packet at node S 
matches (before a timer expires), S will increase reputation value for node A; otherwise, S will decrease A’s 
reputation if it does not hear anything from A with the stipulated time. Using this technique, reputations are 
locally evolved at each node in the system. Each node maintains a table for storing these reputation ratings for 
every neighbour. Reputation tables are used by each and every node when forwarding packets for neighbours, 
for instance, if the transmitter is a well reputed node (as per the table), its packet will be forwarded otherwise 
ignored. The reputation ratings evolved locally via direct interactions among nodes is called first-hand 
reputation ratings. This provides a limited view of the system for each node; which is also more subjective. To 
improve the evaluation of nodes’ behaviour and the detection of selfish nodes, each node must share his first-
hand reputations with its 1-hop neighbours. As a result, each node will have first-hand and second-hand (shared 
by neighbours) reputation information.  
Ps = 0.1 
Nodes 50 100 200 
Pps 0.06 0.07 0.08 
 
Ps = 0.2 
Nodes 50 100 200 
Pps 0.23 0.25 0.26 
 
Ps = 0.3 
Nodes 50 100 200 
Pps 0.43 0.45 0.46 
 
Ps = 0.4 
Nodes 50 100 200 
Pps 0.65 0.67 0.67 
 
 
Figure 1: Passive Acknowledgment 
We adopt the reputation model followed by [26, 31] which is as follows. 
Handling first-hand ratings: We define two variables α and β, the former symbolizes packet dropping or selfish 
behaviour whereas the latter denotes benign or packet forwarding behaviour. It is worth mentioning to note 
that these variables denote first-hand information and their values decrease or increase based on the nodes’ 
behaviour monitored by the watchdog mechanism discussed above. Eq. (8) provides a reputation system that 
comprises first-hand information, second-hand information, and fading updates.  𝛼	 = 	𝜁𝛼 + 𝜔𝑎 
 𝛽	 = 	𝜁𝛽 + 𝜔𝑏 (8) 
Here, a and b are second-hand reputation information received from neighbours, where a denotes selfish 
behaviour committed by a selfish node, b is good behaviour, 𝜁 is the fading factor that fades reputation ratings 
over time, i.e. for assigning higher weights to the current actions. The value of fading factor falls in the range 
[0, 1]. ω is the weighting factor assigned to the second-hand ratings, its value falls in the range of [0, 1]. The 
initial reputation rating for a node will be	𝛼 = 	𝛽 = 1. Reputations, as in α and β in Eq. (8), are updated by 
three events which are depicted in Table 2. Each event provides different values for a, b, ω and	𝜁, as elaborated 
below.  
1. First-hand update: the events α and β denote a single direct observation. If its value is 1, this indicates the 
confirmation of the observed behaviour (i.e., drop or forward of a packet). For example, 𝛼 = 1 implies a drop 
event whereas 𝛽 = 1 means a forward event. These values are added to the final reputation rating, see Eq. (8). 
2. Second-hand update: in this event, every node shares its direct experiences, denoted to as α and β, with its 
1-hop neighbours. For instance, after recording direct interaction experiences with node j, node i shares α and 
β regarding node j with its 1-hop neighbours. After receiving this information shared by i regarding j, the 1-
hop neighbours will treat α and β as a and b in Eq. (8) and will also apply the second-hand weight, as given in 
Table 2.   
Table 2: Reputation update processes 
S. No. Process Description a b ζ ω 
1 First-hand Update 0/1 0/1 1 1 
2 Second-hand Update α β 1 Second-hand Weight 
3 Fading Update 0 0 Fading Weight 1 
 
3. Fading update: in order to motivate nodes to cooperate more, reputations are continually faded when the 
fading timeout expires. This will also reduce the chance for a malicious node to use its high reputation for 
malicious activities. During fading events, ratings are faded; however, second-hand information are just 
ignored, as shown in Table 2. 
Handling second-hand information: every node shares its first-hand ratings at regular intervals – after a timeout 
to notify its 1-hop neighbours regarding its direct experiences. On the other side, a node after receiving first-
hand ratings will conduct a deviation test on each individual rating. In other words, ratings shared by third 
party are compared with the directly observed reputation ratings. If the shared ratings happen to deviate too 
much from the own experiences (i.e., exceeding the deviation threshold), the second-hand rating in that case 
would not be accepted; otherwise the rating will be updated accordingly.  
Detection: in order to setup a criterion that distinguishes good nodes from selfish ones, we setup a detection 
threshold using the formula given in Eq. (9). 
     𝑀t = 	 uuWv   (9) 
After calculating the reputation, it is checked against the detection threshold; if it happens to be less than the 
threshold this would indicate a good behaviour; and selfish behaviour otherwise. Whereas reputation values 
above the threshold are deemed to be selfish and they will be secluded from the network (i.e., their data and 
route request packets would be just ignored).  
5. Deterring Whitewashing 
5.1 Design Rationale 
In almost all of the existing reputation-based schemes, the new nodes are assigned some reputation to begin 
with, known as a neutral reputation, represented by X as depicted in Figure 2. In this context, the smallest 
possible reputation a node can have, represented by Z, will be the reputation a little bit greater than the detection 
threshold. If a node has reputation Z (or higher), it may be allowed to use the network services. The tendency 
to whitewash may increase whenever the current reputation n of a node falls in the region	𝛼2. In the absence 
of restrictions, the neutral reputation, i.e.	𝛼 = 𝑋 − 𝑍, may always be exploited by a whitewasher. For instance, 
in the absence of any constraints the initial reputation opens the door for whitewashers to exploit the network 
services. Furthermore, after the detection, this will also stimulate selfish nodes to whitewash by creating new 
identities. Some authors, for instance [10], suggested assigning the smallest possible initial reputation to new 
nodes; however, because of zero restrictions and zero-cost identities this reputation will always be exploited, 
no matter how small this reputation is made. In our reputation-based scheme, discussed above, we propose the 
smallest permissible reputation Y to be greater than that of the node’s neutral reputation X by an amount β, 
called fee.  
After employing the above modifications, we portray our scheme as follows. Each new node must pay an entry 
fee of amount β in the form of cooperation in packet forwarding thereby spending its battery power for the 
overall network good. As a result, this will enhance its reputation up to the level Y in its neighbours’ reputation 
tables. It is worth mentioning that after the fee payment if a node maliciously drops packets and falls below 
the threshold, it would still be detected and secluded from the network by the reputation-based detection 
system. 
 
Figure 2: Reputation levels 
The benefit of fee will be that the malicious nodes may not be able to exploit the neutral reputation assigned 
to them because services will only be provided to them if they have reputation greater than Y. It will not be 
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advantageous for a normal selfish node to change its identity after attaining Y reputation. By a normal selfish 
node, we mean a malicious node that just wants to save its battery with no other malign objectives. Such normal 
whitewashers will always bear a loss when changing their identities after attaining to the level Y, i.e.	𝑋 − 𝑌 =	𝛽 < 0; which means that after an identity change, there will always be a loss of an amount β to the reputation 
or to the fee that has been paid.  
5.2 Fee Inclusion 
We incorporate the above-mentioned fee mechanism into our reputation-based scheme as follows. Each node 
must pay the fee while joining the network, before consuming any network services. A node can start building 
its reputation once the fee has been paid, as shown in Figure 3. Nodes create fee counts for nodes to which 
they have either interacted directly or have known about them from neighbours through fee-related (second-
hand) information sharing. The fee count for a node is updated either via direct interaction experience or 
indirect experience when a forwarding event is experienced through overhearing (using passive 
acknowledgments). Forwarding events would not be considered as reputation count unless the fee has been 
paid completely, i.e. when the reputation becomes greater than the fee payment threshold. In other words, if a 
node has not completed its fee payment phase and in the meantime, it forwards a packet then it will be 
considered as a fee update event (not a reputation update event). After the fee is paid, forwarding events would 
be deemed as reputation count event. Nodes will share the fee counts in addition to the reputation ratings with 
their 1-hop neighbours. Data and route requests packets would be ignored for nodes failing to pay the fee.  
 
Figure 3: The process of a new node entering into the network 
5.3 Node Interactions 
Mobility is an essential characteristic of MANETs. MANETs enable nodes to freely move in the network from 
one neighbourhood to another interacting with different nodes. Due to the random mobility patterns, nodes 
interact with old and new nodes. Reputation tables may help nodes distinguish between new and already known 
nodes, i.e. the existence of an entry for a node in the reputation table would indicate a known node, and the 
absence of an entry will indicate a new node. Some of the nodes will be indirectly known through the 
neighbouring nodes when they share their interactive experience with those nodes in the form of second-hand 
reputation information, as discussed above. According to the reputation table, nodes can categorize other nodes 
into different classes, for instance, nodes that have paid the fee, we will call them as mature nodes, and nodes 
that have not paid the fee; we call them new nodes. As depicted in Table 3, there are 4 possibilities of nodes’ 
interactions. Columns indicate data traffic sources and rows indicate the next hop nodes along the routing path. 
Suppose 𝑁z ⟶ 𝑁|	is the communication pattern between source node 𝑁z	 and destination node	𝑁|, the arrow 
designates the direction of data traffic flow. The number of interaction cases can be formulated based on mature 
and new nodes as follows. 
 
 
 
Table 3: Node Interaction Policy Matrix 
 Receiver 
Wireless Ad hoc Network
Fee Enforcement
=============
Fee Payment è
Participation in 
Reputation Build-up
Newcomers
Se
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Nodes Mature New 
Mature 1. Cooperate 2. Cooperate 
New 3. Ignore 4. Ignore 
 
1. Both nodes 𝑁z	 and 	𝑁| are mature: they would offer services to each other. 
2. Node 𝑁z	is mature and 	𝑁| is new: in this case if node	𝑁| is not selfish then it should forward	𝑁z’s packets 
to pay the fee. 
3. Node 𝑁z	 is new and node 	𝑁| is mature: node 	𝑁| would ignore the data traffic generated from node 𝑁z	only 
if node	𝑁| did not get any second-hand information from its neighbours about node 𝑁z	 (that the fee has 
been paid).  
4. Both 𝑁z	 and 	𝑁|are new: they simply ignore the service requests from each other. It is worth mentioning 
here that when new nodes ignore one another, this might create a deadlock at the bootstrapping in the 
network because all the nodes are new and ignore each other. That is why, in our scheme, the fee 
enforcement would commence from the first detection, not at the time of bootstrapping. This assumption 
is valid because an attacker usually whitewashes after exploiting its first identity for malign actions. 
6. Analysis of the Deterrence  
6.1 Battery Consumption Perspective 
In this section, we analyse the deterrence produced by our proposed scheme. Assuming a generic and theoretic 
communication model that is in place for wireless ad hoc networks, in order to send a message to a destination, 
a source node first creates a message and stores it in memory for further transmission. Assuming that the path 
from the source to the destination has already been established via a routing protocol, the source node would 
send out the message to the nearest 1-hop neighbour along the route to the destination. Let ET be the amount 
of energy (i.e., battery power) consumed in all this processing and transmission of a packet. Let ER and EF be 
the amount of energy consumed in receiving and forwarding a packet, respectively. In order to maximize the 
life time, a selfish node would try to employ itself in actions that bear it low battery power consumption. Let 
ΔE be the minimum amount of energy a selfish node may consume by choosing among the actions, like 
transmission, reception or forwarding. Assuming 𝐸max(𝑛) be the maximum battery available to a node n. The 
maximum life span of node n’s communication capability 𝐶(𝑛) can be defined as follows: 
 𝐶(𝑛) = ()∆                         (10) 
Eq. (10) implies that the communication capability of node n depends on (and directly proportional to) the 
maximum available energy and (inversely proportional to) the energy required for each packet to be forwarded, 
transmitted, or received; the selection from these three activities solely depends on the attacker’s choice for 
increased lifetime. 
Let 𝛽 be the number of packets forwarded by node n for others as a fee payment. Further, let node n may utilize 
I identities simultaneously (acting as a Sybil attacker) or use them one after the other (acting as whitewasher). 
By incorporating 𝛽 and I into Eq. (10), according to our proposed scheme, we get the following. 
 𝐶(𝑛) = ()∆ − 	(𝛽	 × 𝐼)                     (11) 
Eq. (11) demonstrates that the communication capability of a node depends on 𝛽 and I as well. Firstly, when 
the amount of fee imposed is augmented, i.e. 𝛽, then 𝐶(𝑛) is decreased. This is because of the greater the 
number of packets forwarded as a fee; the lower the amount of 𝐶(𝑛) would become for node n’s own 
communications. Secondly, the greater the number of identifiers node n employs for whitewashing or Sybil 
attacks, the greater number of times the fee will be paid. Hence, node n would have a lower amount of 𝐶(𝑛) 
for its own communication. This sort of fee inclusion, we believe, would demoralize and discourage selfish 
nodes from exploiting multiple identities. 
This proposed scheme thwarts the Sybil attackers and whitewashers alike, because the product 𝛽 ×I in Eq. (11) 
is performed on both of the attackers alike. Further, the product 𝛽 ×I would also improve the overall system 
performance in terms of utility and throughput because fee payment increases contribution in the network. 
6.2 Game Theoretic Analysis 
In order to analyse the decision making of individual nodes participating in the proposed fee-based mechanism, 
we use non-cooperative game theory. We first analyse the strategy (or strategies) available to a self-centric 
node (we call it a rational node in the game theory context) in taking decision whether to cooperate or not 
during interactions with neighbours. Subsequently, we use this model to capture the cooperation in the network 
and to analyse whitewashing and its deterrence. 
6.2.1 System Model 
In this section, we give an overview of the necessary notations and elements of the non-cooperative games. 
Detail discussion and rigorous treatment of the subject can be found in [32, 33].  
One of the main objectives of game theoretic models is the study of games, which are basically considered as 
formal models of interactive decision-making circumstances. A strategic-form non-cooperative game may be 
denoted by Г = 〈𝑁, 𝐴, 𝑢〉 having the following elements: 
1. A finite set of players	𝑁 = {1, 2, 3, … , 𝑛}. 
2. A finite set of actions available to each player, denoted by 𝐴: 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴 = ∏ 𝐴zz0  which is the space of 
all action tuple. Each element 𝑎zof the space a belongs to actions profile of player i, i.e. 𝐴z. The action 
profile 𝑎 = (𝑎z, 𝑎/z) would mean the player i’s action 𝑎zduring an arbitrary play and the other 𝑛 − 1 
players’ actions	𝑎/z. In the same way, other players’ action profiles excluding i can be represented 
by	𝐴/z = ∏ 𝐴z|z . 
3. The preferences or benefits gained by each player 𝑖 ∈ 𝑁 over action profiles can be represented by a 
utility function 𝑢z: 𝐴 → ℝ and 𝑢 = (𝑢0, 𝑢<, … , 𝑢): 𝐴 → ℝ𝒏is the utility vector for the whole game. 
Utility of a node i is usually calculated as 𝑢z = 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑡 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡. 
Throughout this article, we assume that all players are rational, i.e. they are inclined to maximize their payoffs 
(utilities) during the game using their actions. 
As discussed above, in MANET, since there are no dedicated routers, nodes act as routers to forward packets 
for each others, voluntarily. Since, nodes are usually self-centric they may not consume their batteries to 
forward packets for others. In order to portray this self-centric behaviour of nodes, like other existing models 
[34-36], we model the interaction between two neighbours as the two-player strategic form game, the payoff 
matrix of which can be seen in Table 4. Each player may opt an action from its strategy set either to cooperate 
(i.e., to forward packet for the neighbour) or to drop packet for the neighbour. This is denoted as the action or 
strategy set as (C, D). If player 1 cooperates and player 2 does not, player 1 will get –c payoff (it means player 
1 will incur cost c) where 𝑐 > 0 and player 2 will get benefit b as a payoff where	𝑏 > 𝑐. The cost c indicates 
the energy consumption accrued from computation and communication costs in forwarding a packet. Similarly, 
the payoffs will be swapped if the players reverse their strategies. If both of them cooperate, each will get the 
payoff of	𝑏 − 𝑐. Finally, if both of them do not cooperate (drop each others’ packets), each of them will get 
zero. 
In order to analyse the payoff of each node, it is evident from the table that	𝑏	 > 𝑏 − 𝑐 > 0 > −𝑐. This is the 
typical form of the popular game, called Prisoner’s Dilemma [37] where	𝑏 − 𝑐 > /< 	. Since, 	𝑏	 > 𝑏 −𝑐	𝑎𝑛𝑑 − 𝑐 < 0	irrespective of what node j chooses to play, drop is the best strategy for node i. Similarly, drop 
is the best strategy for node j against node i’s strategies. In other words, strategy D strictly dominates C: no 
matter what the opponent does, each player would better off playing D. In this scenario, no player can 
lucratively deviate from the action profile (D, D) which means the game reached a stable state, called Nash 
equilibrium. 
DEFINITION: A Nash Equilibrium (NE) is an action tuple constituted by the mutual best response that would 
result a mutually advantageous outcome, such that no player can attain any benefit by unilaterally deviating 
from this strategy. More formally, the action profile 	𝑎͞ = (𝑎0͞, 𝑎͞<, … , 𝑎͞)is a Nash equilibrium if	𝑢z(𝑎͞z; 𝑎͞/z) ≥𝑢z(𝑎z; 𝑎͞/z), ∀𝑎z ∈ 𝐴z	𝑎𝑛𝑑	∀𝑖 ∈ 𝑁.  
Table 4: Payoff matrix for two-player packet forwarding game 
 Node j 
Node i 
 C D 
C (b-c, b-c) (-c, b) 
D (b, -c) (0,0)* 
 
The above-mentioned game is called one-shot game (once played game). Such games are not very useful 
because the NE ensued from one-shot games are non-cooperative. For instance, players prefer to drop than to 
forward packets, this does not produce a socially beneficial solution, i.e. to promote cooperation in the network. 
Moreover, in a real-world scenario, in MANETs, nodes play the one-shot game more than once, in a series. In 
game theory context, such one-shot games if played in a sequence will become a bigger game, called the 
repeated game, where the strategies adopted by players for the current round or stage of a game may affect 
their strategies choices in the upcoming rounds of the game being played. It can be shown that an infinitely 
repeated game can promote cooperative behaviour, if played by rational players. By an “infinitely repeated” 
game we mean a game which will eventually end with probability one; however, the players will be uncertain 
about the final round. In a repeated game, the set of actions available to a player will be same throughout the 
game; however, the payoff for each player will be different depending upon the strategies being chosen for a 
particular round. It is assumed that the outcome of each round will be revealed to the players before the start 
of the next round. This is due to the fact that the subsequent choices (of actions or strategies) will be based on 
the past actions of other players. Before discussing the equilibrium strategies in repeated games, it is important 
to build some terminology and notation for the repeated game; we may also extend our previous notation of a 
single shot game, where applicable. 
We assume, the first round of the game to be denoted by 	𝑡 = 0	and the last round is T (this will not violate the 
case when 	𝑇 = 	∞	as we will see later in this section); such that the total number of rounds will become	𝑇 +1. The action profile played at round t can be denoted as	𝑎 = (𝑎0 , … , 𝑎 ). In order to condition players’ 
strategies selection on the past actions taken, the notion of history is used which represents all previous rounds. 
For instance, the history builds up at time t can be denoted as	ℎ = (𝑎>, 𝑎0, … , 𝑎/0). The history ℎincludes 
all histories	ℎ>, ℎ0, … , ℎ/0. It is the concatenation of ℎ/0 and	𝑎/0, i.e. ℎ = (ℎ/0; 𝑎/0). Similarly, history 
of the entire game is 	ℎtW0 = (𝑎>, 𝑎0, … , 𝑎t) and the set of all possible histories at round t can be shown as: 𝐴 = ∏ 𝐴/0|> . 
In order to represent the players’ strategies conditioned on past histories, we denote player i’s action for round 
t as a function of his/her strategy 𝑠z  played during that round, that is	𝑎z = 𝑠z(ℎ). The player i's history 
contingent strategy set for the whole repeated game is 𝑠z = (𝑠z>, 𝑠z0, … , 𝑠zt) and the strategy profile for the whole 
game can be written as	𝑠 = (𝑠>, 𝑠0, … , 𝑠t). 
Let in this repeated game, each player i accumulates his/her payoffs in each round and each player tries to 
maximize a weighted sum of his/her payoffs (received in each round). Players would weight earlier rounds 
more than that of the later rounds. The player i’s discounted and normalized average payoffs for T+1 round 
repeated game can be written as (1 − 𝛿) 𝛿𝑢z¡>  
Where 𝛿 is called the discount factor and	𝛿 ∈ (0,1) and its value for any finite sequence can be calculated as  
  𝛿 = 𝛿tg − 𝛿tdW01 − 𝛿tdtg . 
This is also valid for	𝑇< = ∞ because the stage game payoffs are bound; which implies that the weighted 
payoffs of infinitely repeated game will be finite. We can also compute the mean discounted payoffs of an 
infinite game for player i as follows: (1 − 𝛿) 𝛿t𝑣zt¡t> = (1 − 𝛿) £  𝛿t𝑣zt/0t> + 𝛿t𝑣zt¡t ¤ = (1 − 𝛿) R𝑣z¥(1 − 𝛿)1 − 𝛿 + 𝑣z¥¥𝛿1 − 𝛿S = 𝑣z¥(1 − 𝛿) + 𝑣z¥¥𝛿 
Where 𝑣z¥ is the payoff of player i for the first t rounds and 𝑣z¥¥is the payoff for the subsequent rounds till 
infinity. Similarly, using the above procedure, we can divide the discounted payoffs for player i into three sub-
payoffs as follows: (1 − 𝛿)𝑣z¥ + 𝛿[(1 − 𝛿)𝑣z¥¥ + 𝛿𝑣z¥¥¥]               (12) 
As we discussed above, in the one-shot game of PD, players will not deviate from their dominant strategies, 
i.e. D; hence, ensuring an uncooperative NE, i.e. (D, D) strategy profile. However, if the game is played 
infinitely many times or the players do not know when the game will end, cooperative NE can be achieved, as 
shown by authors [38, 39]. To demonstrate this, let us devise a strategy based on our proposed reputation-
based scheme (but with buffer size = 1), in which a player will cooperate in the first round and then will 
continue to cooperate if the opponent cooperates and stop cooperation otherwise. Suppose a player plays C in 
the first t-1 rounds and suddenly changes his/her mind and plays D in order to get increased payoff. As a result, 
the opponent will respond also by playing D in the rest of the rounds. The discounted payoffs of the player can 
be computed using Eq. (12) and Table 4 as: (1 − 𝛿)(𝑏 − 𝑐) + 𝛿[(1 − 𝛿)𝑏 + 𝛿. 0] = (𝑏 − 𝑐) − 𝛿[𝛿(𝑏 − 𝑐)]           (13) 
Eq. (13) shows that by deviating from C to D even once, the overall payoff of the player is reduced, even less 
than what he/she would achieve through C, i.e. 𝑏 − 𝑐, for 𝛿 ≥ 1/2. It indicates that the player shall be better 
off by playing C rather than D in the above infinitely repeated PD game. Since, no player may increase his/her 
payoff by deviating from C; hence, by one-shot deviation principle these strategies form a subgame-perfect 
equilibrium [39, 40].  
Many strategies have been proposed in the literature to analyse cooperation, such as Tit-For-Tat (TFT), 
Generous TFT, Anti TFT, Grim Trigger [41]. These strategies have been analysed without considering 
whitewashing. Some authors, such as [42-44], consider whitewashers as uncooperative entities in their models; 
however, more practically, whitewashers may cooperate for some rounds to consume the neutral reputation 
and then perform a whitewash. In the above-mentioned strategies, the first move of players is C (i.e., at	𝑡 = 0); 
no matter if there is a D from the opponent(s). In real world situation this one-time C may be exploited by the 
whitewashers while playing n times, each time playing with a different identity. For instance, suppose a 
whitewasher plans to intentionally play the first two rounds (or maybe more rounds) against his/her opponent 
using his fabricated identity, the game strategy profile will be	𝑠 = {(𝐷, 𝐶), (𝐷, 𝐷)}. The payoff of the 
whitewasher using Eq. (12) can be computed as: 𝑢§ = 𝑏(1 − 𝛿) + 0 = 𝑏                         (14) 
Where 𝑢§ denotes the payoff or utility of whitewasher and 𝛿 ≈ 0 because the whitewasher plays only two 
rounds. Eq. (14) indicates that the attacker can gain b amount of payoff per identity exploiting the C move of 
the opponent. And when the opponent reciprocates by playing D, the attacker quits and changes identity and 
starts new interactions in the network. The scenario repeats until the attacker achieves his objective.  
As per our proposed reputation-based scheme, whitewashing is deterred if each node before entering into the 
game/network pays a fee at least of an amount of payoff he/she gets in the whitewashing. 
Proposition 1: In a repeated game	Г = 〈𝑁, 𝐴, 𝑢〉, if nodes are made to pay the fee of an amount equal to at 
least a payoff of a whitewash, then whitewash will become not a best strategy for a rational player. 
Proof: From the payoff matrix shown in Table 4, in a T rounds repeated game (ignoring the discounting factor) 
the maximum payoff player i can gain in the kth round is  (𝑘 − 1)(𝑏 − 𝑐) + 𝑏 + (𝑇 − 𝑘). 0                 (15) 
And minimum payoff in the same round using worst strategy is (𝑘 − 1)(𝑏 − 𝑐) − 𝑐 + (𝑇 − 𝑘). 0                  (16) 
From Eq. (15) and Eq. (16), it is evident that the payoff that instigates a player into whitewashing or deviating 
from cooperation is the amount	𝑏 + 𝑐. In order to motivate a user to cooperate or to deter him/her from 
launching a whitewash, we propose the amount of 𝑏 + 𝑐 to be paid as a fee, as we discussed above. What it 
means in our model is that if we make each user pay the amount 𝑏 + 𝑐 as a fee before the game, whitewashing 
during the game will not become a best strategy anymore. Incorporating the fee in Eq. (12), we get 𝑢§ = 𝑏 + 𝑐 − 𝑏(1 − 𝛿) = 𝑐                       (17) 
Using the fee imposition, whitewashing is not as attractive as it was the case before in Eq. (14). 
Proposition 2: In a repeated game	Г = 〈𝑁, 𝐴, 𝑢〉, the whitewashing strategy does not lead to Nash Equilibrium.  
Proof: we will prove this by contradiction. Suppose that the whitewashing strategy, denoted by 𝑠z¥ is the best 
strategy for player i that gives higher payoff to i which according to NE implies that the following inequality 
holds for all players. 𝑢z(𝑠z¥, 𝑠/z) > 𝑢z(𝑠z, 𝑠/z) ⇒ 𝑐 > 𝑏 − 𝑐	 
Which is not true according to Eq. (17) because we have another strategy that has greater payoff than	𝑠z¥. 
7. Fee Information Fabrication 
One of the main issues in our proposed reputation-based system is the protection of reputation and fee-related 
information, we refer to them as reputation table (RT). Malicious nodes may generate their own fabricated 
reputation ratings and fee, or tamper with the existing ones.  
In order to protect the RT from being fabricated or tampered with, we use a symmetric cryptographic based 
technique, called one-way hash chains [45, 46]. Various authors used one-way hash chains to guard against 
malicious attacks, such as DoS and resource consumption attacks, etc. [46]. A one-way hash chain is usually 
constructed based on a hash function, H, that maps a variable length input to a fixed length bit string, i.e. 𝐻: {0,1}∗ 	→ 	 {0,1}Q, where 𝜌 is the hash function output length (in bits). Examples of hash functions include 
MD5[47]  and SHA-1 [48]. Some of the properties of an ideal hash function H include: 
• H can take an input of any length but must generate a fixed length output. 
• For any given input x, H(x) will be easy to compute. 
• It will be computationally infeasible to computer x from the function H(x) (one-way property). 
• H(x) will not produce identical outputs for two or more same inputs (collision-free property). 
For establishing a one-way has chain, each node must select a random number	𝑥 ∈ 	 {0,1}Q. This random 
number is used further to calculate a list of values ℎz = 𝐻(ℎz/0) for	0 < 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛 where	ℎ> = 𝑥. These hash 
chains are created from ℎ> 	→	 ℎ and are used in during the communication from ℎ 	→	 ℎ> for data security. 
For instance, for an authenticated element	ℎ, a node can validate any value in the chain less than	ℎ, such 
as	ℎ/0 and then computing	𝐻(ℎ/0). Similarly, even 	ℎ/b can be validated by calculating 𝐻(𝐻(𝐻(𝐻(ℎ/b)))) and then comparing the results with the	ℎ. 
These chains can be created all at once and each element can be stored before usage. Alternatively, these 
chained elements can also be computed on-demand. Hybrid approach has also been proposed. The authors in 
[45, 49] proposed a storage efficient solution, i.e. one-way hash chain with N elements would only need log(N) 
computation and log(N) storage.  
To use the one-way hash chains and to authenticate the reputation and fee information, each node must first 
distribute the	ℎ value to its 1-hop neighbours. Usually a trusted certification authority is used to 
distribute	ℎelements in the network; however, due to the distributed architecture and mobile nature of ad hoc 
networks this is rarely a possibility. Assuming that each pair of nodes has pre-shared symmetric keys, each 
node will distribute with its immediate (1-hop) neighbours the encrypted value	ℎ directly without using any 
trusted third party, such as certification authority. Assume node B distributes 	ℎ with its neighbours before 
sharing its RT, as shown in Figure 4. Before sharing the	ℎz, node B would sequentially use it to sign the RT, 
for	0 ≤ 𝑖 < 𝑛. Assuming that a hash value ℎzW0 has been exposed to a neighbor node (e.g., node E), node B 
will then create a packet and attach RT with the next element of the hash chain (i.e., 	ℎz	)	as given below. 𝑃𝑘𝑡(𝑅𝑇 < 𝐼𝐷, 𝑅¬­	, 𝑓¬­, 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑚𝑝 >, ℎz,𝑀.¯°g) 
The M is called Message Authentication Code (MAC) and it is a hash of RT, such that 𝑀𝐴𝐶[𝑅𝑇 < 𝐼𝐷, 𝑅¬­	, 𝑓¬­, 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑚𝑝 >].¯°g  
Node E already knows	ℎzW0, it will simply calculate 𝐻(ℎz) and compare with	ℎzW0. If the result is a match, the 
element 	ℎz will be accepted (implying the authentic information) and will be rejected otherwise.   
 
Figure 4: Information Fabrication Scenario 
Using the hash chains will protect the RT; however, there is still a chance of fabrication; especially for fee-
related information. For instance, a malicious node can share falsified information regarding another malicious 
node in a group or in collusion. A mature malevolent node m, as depicted in Figure 4, may collude with either 
another newcomer u (that did not pay the fee yet) or with its own created Sybil node s. The malevolent node 
m can clandestinely offer services either to another malevolent node u or to its own generated Sybil identity s. 
For instance, m may disseminate the identity of u or s to present an impression to its neighbours that these 
nodes are mature. In either case, neighbours (such as E, C, B) receiving this disseminated information will 
update their tables with fabricated information without knowing the reality.  
To cope with this issue and to mitigate the effect of fabricated shared fee information, a voting-based scheme 
is proposed here. Assuming that the number of benign nodes is greater than that of the malicious fabricators 
in the network and fee information will be accepted only from those nodes that have already paid the fee. 
Since, in the network, the benign nodes are more than the malicious nodes, it is reasonable to presume that this 
will be reflected in most of the neighbourhoods. For example, if N neighbours of a node disseminate fee-related 
information about it and m malicious nodes (out of N) lie regarding the fee. Each node, receiving the fee 
information would decide regarding its credibility based on the number of votes. That is, a greater number of 
votes would imply the truthfulness of the information while assuming that most of the network nodes is benign. 
For instance, as depicted in Figure 4, the behaviour of node B in the transmission from G to I is overheard by 
its neighbours, i.e. C, E, F, D, and m. If a new node’s identity is attested by the neighbours to be mature or 
paid identity, they would update their reputation tables accordingly and would further disseminate the updated 
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tables to their 1-hop neighbours. The result of this dissemination would be that every node at 2-hop distance 
from the newly matured node would save it in their tables.  
The simple solution for the above fabrication attack is that nodes should accept any shared information if the 
same information is validated by at least one other mature neighbour within a time window t. For instance, 
when a node, say B, got a first update message from a malevolent neighbour node m, it would not accept this 
update unless being validated. So, node B must wait for time t in order to get the same update message from 
other mature neighbour(s). And, after the timeout the message will be just ignored and discarded.  
8. Simulation Based Evaluation 
8.1 Selfishness with Single Identity 
In this subsection, we will evaluate the effectiveness of our reputation-based scheme in the presence of selfish 
nodes with single identities. It is important to see how the detection of selfish node will affect the overall 
performance of the network in terms of the throughput available to good as well selfish nodes. In each 
experiment, we compare our scheme with a defenceless routing protocol; we choose a widely used routing 
protocol, called DSR [30] for this purpose. 
8.1.1 Simulation Setup 
To evaluate the performance of our proposed reputation-based system, we use NS-2.30 simulator with 
parameters given in Table 5. We created selfish nodes such that each selfish node will participate and 
cooperate in the routing process, i.e. forwarding control packets but drop data packets originated from other 
nodes. This sort of selfishness is more detrimental to the normal network functioning because selfish nodes 
present themselves for cooperation during the route construction process and then do not cooperate in data 
forwarding. The ultimately increase the chance of more routes being contaminated in the network.  
The random waypoint mobility model [50, 51] is used for random movement pattern for all the simulation 
scenarios in which initially each node stays static for the duration of pause time. After the completion of the 
pause time, the node selects a random location and moves towards that location with a random velocity. This 
process continues until the end of the simulation.  
Table 5: Simulation Parameters 
Parameter Level 
Area 1K × 1K 
Speed 10 m/s 
Pause Time 60s 
Number of Nodes 30 
Number of Connections 20 
Application CBR 
Simulation Time 900s 
Movement Random Waypoint Model 
Node Deployment Random 
Selfish nodes  0%  to 100% 
8.1.2 Simulation Results 
The main contribution of the reputation system is to discourage selfish nodes and to reduce their benefits 
acquired from selfish behaviour. In DSR with no preventive measures, the throughput availed by selfish nodes 
is comparatively greater than that of the reputation enabled DSR, as shown by Figure 5(a). When the number 
of selfish nodes increases so is the overall drop rate in the network and also the difference between the evil 
throughputs decreases. In other words, nodes rarely make their packets reach their corresponding destinations. 
It is clear from the figure that when all the nodes are selfish, there is still some throughput availed by selfish 
nodes. The reason for this is direct interactions, where selfish source directly interacts with selfish destination 
with no intermediate node between them. 
 
Figure 5(a): Comparison of Evil Throughput 
 
Figure 5(b): Comparison of Good Throughput 
As shown in Figure 5(b), the throughput availed by good nodes in both, the defenceless DSR and reputation 
enable DSR, is relatively steady. Intuitively, the good throughput drops and ceases to exist when the number 
of selfish nodes increases; however, the reputation enabled DSR is relatively stable. Since the reputation 
enabled DSR detects and isolates selfish nodes, the number of packets dropped due to selfish activity also 
significantly reduces, as depicted in Figure 6.  
8.2 Selfishness with Multiple Identities 
In order to evaluate our fee incorporated reputation-based system in the presence of selfish nodes having 
multiple identities, we set our experiments using NS-2.30 with simulation parameters given in Table 3. Our 
aim of this simulation is to determine how our proposed fee imposition affects the network performance, i.e. 
throughput and utility of both evil and good nodes in different environments; and also, to determine whether 
it is useful. In both of the cases, we compare our proposed fee-incorporated reputation based system with our 
benchmark reputation based scheme, called CONFIDANT [11, 12]. Throughout the simulations, we selected 
the selfish nodes’ percentage as 10% of the whole network population. Each selfish node exploits five identities 
in total for whitewashing. All results obtained and depicted are collected as mean values of 20 random seeds 
or simulation scenarios. 
 
Figure 6: Comparison of Evil Drop Rate 
 
We use utility as a metric for our scheme evaluation. Utility is the benefit a node can attain from the network 
services or resources. Utility of a node i can be calculated as 
 	𝑢z = 	𝑏± ∑𝑃received + 𝑏& ∑ 𝑃sent −	𝑐¼ ∑𝑃forwarded   
where br, bs and cf are benefit achieved from received and sent packets and cost incurred by forwarding packets, 
respectively. The value of these variables is taken to be 1 in order to measure the utility in packets only. A 
negative utility would indicate the loss incurred by a node. Evil utility is the utility attained by malicious nodes 
whereas Good utility is the utility attained by benign nodes. 
8.2.1 Attack Models 
Throughout the simulation, the number of identities an attacker can exploit in order to carry out whitewashing 
attacks is fixed. We categorize attackers into two classes. One class of malicious nodes, called class-I attackers, 
will misbehave and drop packets without paying the fee. In a real-world scenario, these kinds of malicious 
nodes may be ordinary users having no expert knowledge of the field; however, who use a misbehaving 
software or application for extending the battery life. They usually don’t know the fee threshold and how to 
bypass it. The other class comprises those malicious nodes that drop packets but they do pay the fee, we 
referred to them as class-II attackers. In this case, our interest would be to evaluate their impact on network 
throughput and utility. For instance, if some malicious nodes pay the fee and then start dropping packets. 
8.2.2 Results Analysis 
In case of zero restrictions enforced on identity creation in a network, i.e. users may obtain an unlimited number 
of new identifiers at zero cost. In such a scenario, whitewashers can achieve huge benefits from the network. 
The results depicted in Figure 7(a) demonstrate that the throughput consumed by malicious nodes in the 
CONFIDANT is significantly higher than that of our scheme. It is due to the fact that there are no restrictions 
in place on new nodes; hence, malicious nodes may gain multi-fold benefits in terms of utility and throughput. 
The more the number of identifiers exploited, the more the network resources and services will be consumed 
and the augmented benefits a malicious node can get. By imposing the fee, the throughput consumed by 
malicious nodes is reduced by about half in the network. The throughput consumed by class-I attackers is 
lower than that of the class-II attackers; because, class-II attackers pay the fee, which means they forward 
packets for other malicious nodes as well. That is why the malicious nodes gain a little higher throughput on 
average. Whereas, in CONFIDANT, the throughput consumed by benign nodes is slightly higher than that of 
our scheme for moderate mobility, as shown by Figure 7(b). The reason for this reduced good throughput in 
our scheme is due to the situation when two new nodes ignore each other data traffic. 
In CONFIDANT, the average utility gained by a malicious node is significantly higher as compared to our 
scheme, as depicted in Figure 8(a). One of the reasons behind this is that in CONFIDANT malicious nodes 
drop 100% packets, i.e. no forwarding at all; however, these malicious nodes may still consistently benefit 
from the neutral or initial reputation. The utility of class-II attackers is less than that of the class-I attackers 
because of class-II attackers pay their fee; hence, their overall packet forwarding count is greater as compared 
to class-I attackers. 
 
  (a) (b) 
Figure 7: Overall average (a) evil and (b) good throughput vs. mobility 
 
 (a) (b) 
Figure 8: Average utility per (a) evil and (b) good nodes vs. mobility 
In CONFIDANT, benign nodes suffer comparatively more than they do in our scheme. The more benefit the 
malicious nodes gain, the more the benign nodes suffer. It is due to the fact that good nodes forward malicious 
nodes’ packets before being detected; hence, good nodes have low utility. As depicted in Figure 8(b), in 
CONFIDANT benign nodes enjoy comparatively less utility than in our scheme (note that the y-axis shows 
negative values in Figure 8(b)) as their packets hardly ever reach their destinations due to the malicious nodes 
in the network. Since class-II attackers pay the fee by forwarding packets for others; hence, in their presence, 
the good nodes suffer less than in the scenarios where class-I attackers exist. 
It important to check the effect of the fee threshold β on the evil and good throughputs as well as on the packet 
drops due to the new-new node interactions. For this purpose, we set up three thresholds such that 𝑇ℎ-3 >𝑇ℎ-2 > 𝑇ℎ-1, where Th stands for threshold. 
Higher threshold produces low evil throughput as compared to smaller thresholds, as shown in Figure 9(a). 
However, it also produces low good throughput because of the packet drops in fee payment phase, Figure 
9(b). So a moderate threshold will be preferable that thwarts whitewashers by producing low evil throughput 
and should not reduce good throughput. In highly mobile environments, the higher threshold (Th-3) causes 
more data packet drops than the lower thresholds, as shown in Figure 10. It is because the high mobility 
increases new-new node interactions. In a static scenario, the same situation occurs but with low packet drops 
than the mobile one. 
From the above discussion, it is evident that Th-2 is the better option among the three. 
 
 
 (a)  (b) 
Figure 9: Average (a) evil and (b) good nodes throughputs with fee thresholds vs. mobility 
 
 
Figure 10: Dropped packets due to the new-new node interactions vs. mobility 
9. Conclusion 
In this research article, we discussed selfish node and their adverse effects on the routing in mobile ad hoc 
networks. To detect and counteract them, we proposed a reputation-based scheme. However, like the existing 
reputation-based schemes, our scheme was also vulnerable to whitewashing attack. By exploiting the short-
lived identities of MANETs, a smart selfish node can evade the detection mechanism by discarding the bad 
reputed identity and create new ones, entering the system with a fresh identity: whitewashing all their bad 
history. Attackers can also create over one identity simultaneously, called Sybil attacks, in order to self-
promote their selves, bad mouth about other innocent nodes, disrupt the detection system, etc. To discourage 
and thwart such attackers, we incorporate an entry fee-based mechanism into our proposed reputation-based 
scheme in which each new entrant node must pay a fee in the form of a contribution to the network. Each new 
node would first contribute to the network and forward packets for others before consuming the network 
services. We analysed the effectiveness and the deterrence of the rationale using game theoretic model. This 
technique thwarted not only the whitewashers; but also, the Sybil attackers. Finally, we evaluated our scheme 
performance using NS-2 simulator and compared with a popular benchmark scheme. The results obtained 
confirmed that our scheme achieved better performance in reducing throughput consumed by malicious nodes 
and increasing good node throughput in the network.  
In future, we will extend our game theoretic model to work on incomplete information. 
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